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Prevent – Teach - Reinforce

Tier II Individual Student Planning

A problem solving approach to changing behavior.

Sarah Barbour, M.S.
Student Behavior Program Specialist
Fulton County Schools
Barbour51@fultonschools.org
Together, we will...

...discover or refresh our knowledge of identifying A-B-C behavior patterns.

...explore using an effective behavior problem solving approach: PREVENT-TEACH-REINFORCE at the Tier II level.
WHAT IS PTR?
Prevent - Teach - Reinforce/Respond!

Model derived from the principles of PBIS + ABA!

Supported by research!

Prioritizes teaching and learning over traditional
There is no “magic bullet” for academic or behavior interventions. We often use the “behavior contract” as a catch all solution for behavior problems with mixed results. To be effective at behavior intervention planning, we have to be effective at behavior problem solving.

Both academic and behavior skill gaps will show a slow, gradual improvement in response to the right interventions. Data will slowly increase towards the desired goal.

Behavior is an integrated experience- which makes it personal and emotional. Typically, this isn’t the same when we work with students who have an academic skill gap. As a result, we often feel like behavior interventions aren’t working when they are. This is why data is so critical – its our guiding light as we support students who are working hard to resolve their behavioral issues.
What is a behavior pattern?

An observable activity that unfolds in a predictable sequence.

Defiance is not a behavior.

Observable behaviors can be clearly defined and measured.

1. What do you SEE when he/she is being ______________?
2. What do you HEAR when he/she is being ______________?

2 questions I use to help teachers define a type of behavior (defiance, not following directions, attitude) into something that is measurable:

1. What do you SEE when he/she is being ______________?
2. What do you HEAR when he/she is being ______________?
All behaviors that are a pattern have a pathway that includes a triggering event (antecedent) and reinforce (maintaining consequence).

Some patterns are easy to spot, and some are not, but there is always a pattern.

You don’t need direct observation data to find the ABC pattern, you can ask the teacher if there is a common trigger (antecedent) to the problem behavior and what normally happens after the behavior occurs (consequence).

If its hard to figure this out, you can ask the teacher to tell you the story of the last time the student demonstrated the problem behavior, starting with about 10-15 minutes before it happened. As the teacher provides details, put all factors that occurred prior to the behavior into a column marked “A”. Put all factors that happened after the problem behavior into a column marked “C”. Try to get 3 stories and then look for patterns in the A & C columns. This will be your most common antecedents and consequences.

Sometimes an antecedent causes the problem behavior to occurs on some days and not others. When this is the case, you often have a setting event contributing to the behavior pathway. Setting events cause the student to be a “stick of dynamite” on some days and not others.
School staff has influence over some setting events. Parents have influence over others.

When you find that a setting event that a parent has influence over is causing a behavior pattern, you need to work in partnership with the parent (not judgement!) and talk about what you’ve noticed. Try to work out a plan with them on how to resolve this setting event.

Parents want the behavior problem fixed as much as you do, so include them in the work as an teammate.
Read the following scenario. Try to identify the problem behavior, antecedent, setting event, and consequence.
Izaya’s Behavioral Pathway

Setting Events
- Peer corrected Izaya’s behavior.

Triggering Antecedents
1. Challenging writing assignment assigned.
2. Teacher is paying attention to other students.

Problem Behavior
- Interrupts Ms. Coleman’s small group.

Maintaining Consequences
1. Teacher responds to Izaya.
2. Escapes writing assignment.
Only after you have figured out the problem should you start thinking about possible solutions. This sets you up for success in selecting the right interventions at the right intensity the first time.
PREVENT: interventions

Connects to the “A” Component of ABCs;
Prevention interventions are intended to make the problem behavior unnecessary.
Provides the most “bang for your buck”.
Pair - Share Activity

How can I PREVENT Izaya’s problem behavior (Interrupting the classroom teacher) by targeting the Antecedent?

Spend 3 minutes with your group/partner to discuss and select 1 - 2 PREVENT strategies.

How could I modify the antecedent?
How could I remove the antecedent?
What could I implement during the antecedent?

Triggering Antecedents
1. Challenging writing assignment assigned.
2. Teacher is paying attention to other students.
We often set a goal of “raising your hand” when students are calling out in class. This is a necessary behavior, but when do we ever need to raise our hand in life? Consider focusing on life skills instead – by teaching those, we are setting the student up for success in the classroom, and in other life situations (both now and in adulthood).

Communication Skills – how I share my wants/needs/ideas and how I receive yours.
Social Skills – How I interact with others and how I interact with myself.
Problem Solving Skills – How I handle it when something goes wrong, how I persevere, ask for help, or think through possible solutions.

New & improved behaviors (*life skills!*) must be explicitly taught.

*Communication Skills!  Social Skills!  Problem Solving Skills!*
When a student cannot tell you how they should have handled a situation – you are working with a skills deficit. Solution? Teach them step by step what to do and role play it with the student until they show mastery.

When a student demonstrates the desired behavior inconsistently – you are working with a performance deficit. Solution? Create opportunities for the student to practice/demonstrate the behavior in the desired setting and provide a reinforcement when they do it.
Pair - Share Activity

How new and improved life skill do we want to TEACH Izaya to replace the Problem Behavior?

Spend 3 minutes with your group/partner to discuss and select 1 skill to teach. Decide how you would teach it.

What Communication Skill could he learn?
What Social Skill could he learn?
What Problem Solving Skill could he learn?

Problem Behavior
Interrupts
Ms. Coleman’s
small group.

Sarah
All humans continue behaviors that work for us = it gets us what we want. We call this the “function”.
Once you know the student’s behavior function you have figured out their “currency” or what they will work for.
You want to create reinforcers that match the student’s function – not treasure box, or computer time. These items are not as compelling to the student.

If the only way the student can get their function met is through problem behavior = they will keep demonstrating the problem behavior.
**Why does he keep doing that?!?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Gain</strong></th>
<th><strong>Escape</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>preferred task or activity</td>
<td>Challenging or “un-fun” task or activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attention of an adult or peer</td>
<td>attention of an adult or peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a specific item or object</td>
<td>a specific item or object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensory input</td>
<td>sensory overload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jose
Pair - Share Activity

How could you REINFORCE Izaya by providing his consequence (function) when he demonstrates the desired behavior?

Spend 3 minutes with your group/partner to discuss and select 1 strategy to reinforce.

What is the likely function of the reinforcing consequence?

How could you create opportunities for Izaya to receive access to this reinforcer soon after the desired behavior is observed?

Maintaining Consequences
1. Teacher responds to Izaya.
2. Escapes writing assignment.
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Congratulations!

You just created a customized Tier II behavior intervention plan to address the specific needs of your student. 😊

Sarah Barbour, M.S.
Student Behavior Program Specialist
Fulton County Schools
BarbourS1@fultonschools.org
If more than 3 students require customized supports (outside of an iep or 504, etc) it's time to make changes to the TIER I supports – this is a more efficient use of the teacher’s time.

We only need to provide the student the perception they are escaping tasks. So get creative in providing this opportunity for students. 50% of work completed is more than 0%. Make sure you utilize prevent interventions to get to the bottom of why the student desires to escape the work in the first place.

This process sounds great BUT......

...what if the teacher has more than 3 students that requires Tier II behavior interventions?

...what about the kids who escape tasks?
  How do I reinforce that function?

...do you have any good resources you can recommend?